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"STEP RIGHT THIS WAY!"
WHAT WE DO

Ever since University for Man was conceived seven years ago, it has sought to make education an experience of curiosity and relevance for the learner. Education has not been perceived as an endless, wearisome task. Instead, it should be seen as a vibrant and joyful learning where the internal rewards of personal growth are at stake.

In UFM, no prerequisites are required; no grades are given. A person participates because he desires to know something which can help make living more fulfilling.

Nothing exists unless it is shared. In the broad sense, knowledge comes into existence within the UFM network. All courses are coordinated by individuals who volunteer their time and freely share their special skills or knowledge with others.

All who participate in UFM, whether "teacher" or "student", are learners. One of the best ways to learn more about something is to try to teach it to another.

Participants in UFM come from diverse backgrounds, have varied occupations, and live different lifestyles. Faculty, visitors, college students, grandparents, M.D.'s, "street people", professors, artists, writers, physicians, college students, grandmothers, M.D.'s. UFM's "street people", professors, artists, writers, physicians, college students, and high school students are likely to be enrolled in any UFM course. University for Man is thus a going "town forum" for the IUE-Manhattan community.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

The staff of UFM expresses appreciation and thanks to the following organizations:

(1) Student Governing Association, Kansas State University

(2) Division of Continuing Education, Kansas State University

(3) United Way, Manhattan chapter.

The coordination and assistance of these groups enable UFM to provide a learning network of high quality, available for free to the participants.

Personal thanks are also extended to private individuals who have made generous contributions of money to UFM. Their donations came at a time of need. In our history, we are once again facing a time of need. In our history, we are extending further into the community to provide a stronger and more vital program of education through the area. Their concerns, and the assistance of the Manhattan chapter of the United Way, are making this possible.

Others wishing to contribute may do so by designating checks to the Manhattan United Way or sending a tax-free (UFM is now non-profit incorporated) contribution to University for Man.

WHO WE ARE

The members of the University for Man staff are a heterogeneous group. The integration of their different backgrounds and interests has created a working capability to relate to nearly all of the diverse community that UFM serves.

From left to right, the staff members and their areas of responsibility are Gary Kazan, Lila Slack, high school; Sue Sandnes, education, women, volunteers and community services; Bill McNea, spiritual awareness and interpersonal groups;Ellen Leffler (with Spell), arts and crafts; Dr. G. Miller, politics and food; G. Spiegel (with Manny), community and scholarly activities. Missing from the group picture is our nearest mentor, Manhattan.

Thank you to two departing staff members, Stephanie Brock and Cliff Castle, and to a great helper, Jim Kjellukan, whose assistance each has contributed to UFM's growth.
COMMUNITY

COMMUNITY

MANHATTAN LEISURE YEARS ACTIVITY CENTER

This center is intended for the honorable senior citizens of the Manhattan community. A weekly program has been set up to provide recreation for those who no longer have to "slave away" at 8 to 10 hours a day. Job. Planned activities such as films, bus tours, and special entertainment will span the program throughout the month of activities. Please use your leisure time to join us every Tuesday for a covered dish dinner, card games, pool, or just plain visiting with friends. Let us entertain you once a week at the Community House, 4th and Hummel.

Every Tuesday beginning October 16 (10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.) bring a covered dish, your own table service, a big appetite (especially for your friends). Plan to have fun; the only requirement is that you must be over age 60. If you desire further information, contact the Manhattan Recreation Office (776-8741) or University for Man (532-5666).

COORDINATORS: Mary Ait, 539-5860 and Carmen Chiaveno, 532-5860

NOTE: Classes will also be held throughout the year at the High Rise for the Elderly. Times for these classes will be listed at a later date. COORDINATOR: Dola Mae Gordon. PHONE: 776-8506. Students from Manhattan High School will be helping with these classes.

DEFENSIVE DRIVING

This is an eight-hour defensive driving course, designed to combat the mounting traffic death toll. It is developed by the National Safety Council and qualified instructors from the Kansas Farm Bureau will teach techniques of defensive driving. The class as a group will decide how to divide the eight hours into sessions. There is a $15.00 tuition fee for the course, and materials costs only $1. Sign up and you will be notified. COORDINATOR: Delbert Ekart, Kansas Farm Bureau. PHONE: 539-0261

CABLE TV

Since there are a limited number of hours in a week, occasionally some UPH classes have time conflicts with other classes. There are also numerous individual reasons which preclude course participation. We are thus exploring the possibility of videotaping several of our most successful events for presentation through cable TV at a later date. This is a relatively new area so we are curious if anyone else in the community is also interested in preparing material for cable TV. If you want to explore the possibilities further with us, call Joe Rippele at UPH (352-8664) or write to us at 615 Fairchild Terrace.

COMMUNITY

DIRECTIONS: HISTORIES, FACTS, AND FICTION

We'll be learning together about any and all drugs the group is interested in— from the hardGAUSS (now the AI) drug problem in the nation to caffeine and alcohol. Up-to-date information, pamphlets, and hopefully some films will be available. The class content and format will change as group interest does.

COORDINATORS: Judy Ochs and Marilyn McCall. PHONE: 539-0416. DATES: Thursday, October 4. TIME: 7:30 p.m. LOCATION: 1600 Levensworth. (Both coordinators are currently on staff of the Drug Education Center).

TELEPHONE PLEASE

The Daughters are sponsoring a telephone service for the Manhattan community for residents living alone who would appreciate receiving a telephone call each day. Such a service has worked well in other communities. The purpose is a reassurance daily contact expressing concern for those who, seeking to care for themselves, need some regular contact. It is not intended that the person who telephones perform any other service, except in the case of emergency. If you can offer your time to make a telephone call, or would appreciate receiving such a service, call Telephone Please. COORDINATOR: Steadly Harris, First Presbyterian Church, 8th and Levensworth. PHONE: 537-0518.

SECRETARIAL TECHNIQUES COURSE

Enrollment for the fall semester of the Secretarial Techniques Course, sponsored by the Office of Human Resources and University for Man, is now in progress. Registration is free and enrollment may be made for any number of classes. To register, please call Karen Howes at 539-7291, or stop in at the Office of Human Resources in City Hall 11th and Poyntz. Below is a tentative schedule of classes to be offered. Classes will begin September 17. For further information, please call the above number.

Monday 7-9 p.m. Typing
9-9:45 a.m. Advanced Shorthand
10-11:45 a.m. Advanced Shorthand
12-1:45 p.m. Beginning and Intermediate Shorthand
1:30-3:30 p.m. Office Machines and Bookkeeping

NOTE: Volunteer teachers are also needed for the Secretarial Techniques Course. Anyone interested, please call the above number as soon as possible. One hour credit is offered to volunteers who are K-State students.

WORLD FRIENDSHIP

This is a group of women from many countries who want to be friends. English classes, cooking and sewing groups, and other interest groups which meet the needs of members are conducted by qualified leaders. Transportation is arranged when necessary and a nursery is provided. All women are invited, especially those who have recently come from another country. Sign up at registration and you will be contacted. COORDINATOR: Pat Campbell. PHONE: 539-4000. DATES: Every Tuesday. TIME: 9:30 to 11 a.m. LOCATION: Fisher Hall, First Presbyterian Church, 8th and Levensworth.

INTERNATIONAL CELEBRATIONS

Occasional Saturday night parties with a particular national or area flavor, for example, Africa, South America, India, etc. If you are interested, sign up and we'll contact you. Also, if you want to help plan any of these events, note this on your name on the sign-up sheet. COORDINATOR: Warren Kempel. PHONE: 539-0497.

PERCEPTIONS ON KANSAS COMMUNITIES

This summer UPH began this course to provide a forum for persons involved in community projects or research to share their work or views with the rest of the community. The series fall has expanded to include new resource persons and additional topics. Rarely relying solely on social scientists—as was the case this summer—this course has also drawn speakers from other areas, most notably the humanities. COORDINATOR: Joe Rippele. PHONE: 539-0261. TIME: 7:30 p.m. LOCATION: UPH, 10th and Fairchild. Every Wednesday.

32—"The Potawatomi: Indians at St. Mary's," Frank Betsee, Potawatomi Indian Center at St. Mary's, 211 North English.
33—"The Age of Manhattan," Hal Grobe and George Peters, KU sociology.
November 7—"Grassroots Citizen Action on Community Issues," Lou Douglas, KU political sciences; Wayne Roehrer, KU sociology.

There will be time for perhaps two or three additional sessions. The number and content of such sessions will be determined by the group. Additional speakers will also join us for the sessions described above.
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MANHATTAN FOOD CO-OP

During spring and summer of this year, a group of people from the community have been reaping the benefits of buying food cooperatively. Food is bought in bulk quantities from a Manhattan wholesale food distributor, Great Plains Grain Co., and local farmers' co-ops who may have surplus garden vegetables. The produce is of excellent quality, and a large variety of grains, fruits, nuts, herbs, oils, etc. is also available. Members volunteer their labor so that a great savings on food is possible. Interested persons should stop by the UFM House at 616 Fairchild Terrace between the hours of 1-3 p.m. every Saturday. There will be people who will explain the operation of the food co-op and help you place an order. You may pick up information, including price lists, any time during the week. The more members, the greater assortment of foods you'll have to choose from.

DOCTORS' SERIES

This series is conducted by Manhattan doctors and health personnel. Please sign up for the registration or call UFM. All sessions meet at 7:30 p.m. and all except those on April 16, will be held in the K-State Union, Sunday, October 2—"The Breaking and Mending of Bones" by Dr. H. T. Beach, Union 207. Sunday—October 9—"The Women's Liberation Effect on Modern Medicine," by Dr. R. Fischer, Union 207.


Thursday—October 15—"The Patient and His Rights: A Current Controversy," by Dr. N. R. Bascom, Union 207.

Wednesday—October 21—"New Health Care Delivery Systems," by Dr. E. L. Ingram, Union 207.

Thursday—October 22—"Psychology of Obesity," by Dr. B. A. State, Union 207.

CONSUMER EDUCATION

Consumer education will be the subject of at least four workshops under the direction of the Consumer Relations Board. The workshops are designed to help you understand your rights as a consumer, how to solve consumer complaints, how to use small claims courts, and provide information about consumer rights. The workshops will be held in the K-State Union, Thursday, October 22.

From Lynn Pickett's "What About It?" of August 19. I want to start a service for seeing animals off at the airport and hope to build a shelter for these animals in the near future. COORDINATOR: Laura Penland, Date: Wednesday, October 3, TIME: 7:30 p.m., LOCATION: City Park Pavilion.

DAY CARE

This fall will be the beginning of the Douglass Center's Day Care Program for children aged two through seven years. The program will be run by a licensed instructor, with proper facilities and equipment available. Daily & to 12 a.m. INSTRUCTOR: Josie Selford.

FOR MILITARY WIVES

Every Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. is a time of fellowship, projects, and recreation. Fellowship House on the corner of 9th and Leavenworth. For detailed information call Lois Kennedy at 539-5472.

POLITICS

POLITICAL METHODS

This class will be an information network on the wrong-doings and non-doings of government — at all levels and all branches. COORDINATORS: Lou Douglas, 532-6303 & Franklin Davis, 532-5366. DATE: Alternative Tuesdays, beginning Oct. 2. TIME: 7:30 p.m., LOCATION: UFM Center, 1021 Denison.

COUNTER-CORPORATE FARMING

We'll be sharing ideas about how to outwit the big land-grabbers via minifarms, land trusts, conversion of policy-makers, and other ways. COORDINATORS: Lou Douglas, 532-6303 & Scott Shelly, 657-1094. DATE: Alternative Tuesdays, beginning October 9. TIME: 7:30 p.m. LOCATION: UFM Center, 1021 Denison.

SOUTHERN AFRICA — COLONIALISM AND REVOLUTION


COMMUNISM EXPOSED

This group will take a penetrating look at Marxism-Leninism and the effects it has had in the contemporary world. Two sections will be offered. Bring a pencil and notebook. COORDINATOR: Donald Caron. DATE: October 14. TIME: 7:30 p.m. LOCATION: K-State Union in a room to be scheduled.

AN OUTLOOK ON THE MIDDLE EAST

The Middle East, which is mostly of Arab states, occupies a special historical, religious, geographic, and economic position in the world. The following topics will be discussed in this class:

1. Historical background, using visual media
2. The fragmentation of the Arab world; the emergence of new states
3. The recent history of the new states
4. The Arab-Israeli conflict including the role of the United States

COORDINATOR: A. Sattar Kassim, graduate student in political science. DATE: November 9. TIME: 7:30 p.m. LOCATION: UFM House basement, 615 Fairchild Terrace.

LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS

The League of Women Voters is open to men and women of voting age (18). Topics that will be discussed include weekly meetings: International & trade relations, human resources, low-income housing, women's rights, state panel system, education, local government, legislative apportionment, family court, environmental quality, land use, and energy. Anyone interested in attending meetings should contact: Jacky McConnell, 539-5125.

WAR RESISTERS LEAGUE

The War Resisters League is celebrating its 50th anniversary with a tour of the mid-states region. Igal Rosenkranz, former UU chaplain, will be the main speaker and will talk about the relevancy of non-violence in the 70s. Films and literature will also be included. The tentative date that the program will be in Manhattan is October 30th. Contact Doris Rosenman, 539-5563. For more information or if you'd like to help with the program.
ALTERNATIVE EDUCATION

Teachers from two forms of educational systems will be in Manhattan to share their philosophies and ideas with you. They are:

ST. ANDREWS, ABILENE - OPEN CLASSROOM - How to set up an open classroom; a day in the life of such a system. Demonstrations; slide show; discussions sharing. COORDINATORS: Staff and children from St. Andrew's. DATE: Thur., November 10. TIME: 9:00 - 12:00. LOCATION: Room 212, Union - KU

MONTESORRI PLUS, TOPEKA - MONTESORRI - What is Montessori philosophy and psychology? How is it taught to children? Teachers from the school will share Montessori philosophy and approaches to the classroom, equipment, and slide show. COORDINATOR: Shariel McEachin. DATE: Mon., Oct. 17. TIME: 10:30. LOCATION: Room 212, Union - KU

POSITIVE SELF-IMAGE WORKSHOP

Everyone (children) carries within them a mental blueprint or picture of themselves. We may not be conscious of it, but it exists, nevertheless. Our every action, our every effort, is consistent with how we see ourselves. We act and think like the type of people we visualize ourselves to be. Your self-image, then, is the foundation of your entire personality. It will determine your actions and your emotions - and your actions do, in turn, control your circumstances. Because of this, your actions and your circumstances will tend to verify and prove our self-image - setting up a vicious circle if the self-image is leading you to failure, or a pleasant circle if it is leading you to success. Come and learn about your role as teacher and parent in developing a child's self-image - one of the most important influences a child carries with him. COORDINATOR: Positive Self-Image Consultants, Conway Springs, KS. DATE: Wed., Oct. 19. TIME: 10:30. LOCATION: Room 212, Union.

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

This class is designed to provide those involved with education, a series of participatory environmental and problem solving experiences. The 1st session: Activities - Earth science, Bio-Science, Geology, Paleontology, Botany, Zoology, Cartography, Mapping, Environmental Education, Models. COORDINATOR: Paul Gallis. PHONE: 532-5993. DATE: Thursday, October 19. TIME: 10:30. LOCATION: Room 212, Union - KU

ED SERIES:

Our basic education is not to teach children how to learn, but to teach them how to learn each time they come to us in a different situation. As we turn our minds to the future and ask ourselves, "What are the new challenges to be faced?" it is important to consider the ways in which we can adapt to these situations. All adults must continually question their own growth in order to advance. This course will help bring imagination and new thinking to the classroom - to harness old trees to make learning.

PROJECT TEACHING

The learning that is discovered and uncovered - how do we encourage in ourselves and our students? How do we become part of the process? COORDINATORS: Sue Schuster, Sports. DATE: Thursday, November 3. TIME: 1:00. LOCATION: room 212, Union - KU.

INFORMATIONAL MEDIA

This course will discuss techniques that can be used to stimulate students through the use of informational media. In order to help stimulate students, an information media will require that the students utilize critical thinking, technology, and the principal elements of the educational media. In this course, we will be discussing the following techniques: Writing, making slides and developing slides, multimedia presentations, filmstrip presentation, filmstrip production, scriptwriting. DATE: Thursday, November 10. TIME: 1:00. LOCATION: Room 212, Union - KU. (Sue Salter recently completed a master's degree in Educational Technology. She teaches at the University of Kansas, where she has taught kindergarten and first grade.}

CAN JOHNNY READ?

Reading is more than memorizing words - it involves developing curiosity, playing with ideas, thinking, feeling good about ourselves, using our bodies and our minds together. This course will focus on the student's needs and discuss how we can turn books to the world of reading. COORDINATOR: Lynne Wilson. DATE: Thursday, November 10. TIME: 1:00. LOCATION: Room 212, Union - KU.
EDUCATION

DEVELOPING MATH CONCEPTS IN CHILDREN
Training as a mathematician has alerted me to a whole extra dimension in watching our 5 children grow. I want to share some simple ideas that will help you (even a math drop-out) foster math concepts in children of all ages. (One of my hunches concerns babies of 2 months.) I will discuss games, inexpensive toys, activities with unrecognized math content. Parents and grandparents, big sisters, brothers, teachers, or future teachers will all very much welcome.
COORDINATOR: Margaret Manfield PHONE: 592-7150 DATE: October 2, Tues. TIME: 6:00p LOCATION: 477 N. 17th

EDUCATION FILM SERIES:
NO REASON TO STAY: A look at the school dropout and what he drops out from. This film takes a deep penetrating look at today's educational system and how it falters. If it does, it does, to give young people the preparation they need for adult life when school doors close behind them. DATE: Tuesday, Oct. 23 TIME: 11:30 and 3:30 LOCATION: Rs. 206 Nelson Hall KSU

SUMMERHILL: A visit to a school without fixed rules, where no one studies except as he wishes, and where each student is his own master. Summerhill, founded by A.S. Nelligan 60 years ago. In the film he explains his objectives, and from the activities of the children at work and play can be seen how his methods work. DATE: Tuesday, Oct. 30 TIME: 11:30 and 3:30 LOCATION: Rs. 206 Nelson Hall KSU

READING FOR PRE-SCHOOLERS
Parents can help their pre-school children be ready to learn to read. A group of knowledgeable parents, teachers, and university professors will discuss and demonstrate these skills. And then help you practice these skills with your own pre-school children. It would be best if children were 2 years old. Approved by Manhattan School District. Five sessions. COORDINATOR: Jean Schell PHONE: 923-5550 DATE: Monday, Oct. 1 TIME: 7:00 LOCATION: Auditorium of Public Library (2nd floor). (Leo teaches elementary school teaching in the College of Education at KSU, he operates the remedial reading clinic there, and is a parent of 2 young children.)

EDUCATION

TUTORING: MATH, SPANISH, SOCIAL STUDIES
Five students in the new Competency Based Teacher Education program would like to spend their evenings tutoring children in the subject fields of math, reading, social studies, Spanish, etc., not only will such an opportunity benefit children with a need, but we will also give practical experience and a means of giving the kind of work that we have learned in our methods courses.
Terri O'Neal 539-4551 Spanish, reading, spelling
Becky Zachary (call info. for me) any subject
Suresh Curry 529-5770 reading, math
Lucille Bogner 539-4551 reading, math or any subject
Sue Sandmeyer 539-9304 math

STUDY SKILLS FOR PARENTS
want to spend another year struggling through nightly homework sessions with your child? If not, this class is for parents who wish to learn skills in how to help their children study. COORDINATOR: Harline Bond PHONE: 532-6440 DATE: Monday, Oct. 1 TIME: 7:00 pm LOCATION: 207 Fairchild Hall KSU (Harline has been director of the Study Skills Center on campus for several years).

CHILD CARE CORP
There are child care coops now functioning in Manhattan, and it seems to be a good thing for those involved - more groups could easily be started. Sign up if you have small pre-schoolers and would like to hear about how you can get together with others this fall, and organize a group to share in the caring of small children for a few hours a day - giving children a chance to play with others their age and giving parents a chance for time with other parents and children . . . and true time, too. Sign up at registration and you'll be contacted. COORDINATOR: Mary Finney PHONE: 539-7704 (Mary has been involved in 2 different coop groups for a year. She has a child 10 months, and is doing graduate work in drama here at K-State.)

CHALLENGES OF CHILD READING
The discussion will center on those challenges faced by parents in raising their children. The focus will be on solving problems and creating solutions which are beneficial to both parent and the child. Various approaches and techniques will be discussed to provide the parents with a choice of how they may wish to approach the challenges of parenthood. Childcare for those attending the class will be provided. COORDINATOR: Javatte McLeod DATE: Wednesday, Oct. 5 TIME: 7:35-9:00 LOCATION: Infant and Child Care Center - KSU

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION AND LEARNING RESOURCES
Exploring community and environmental learning resources . . . discovering their uses both inside and outside of the classroom. Designed for teacher, students, educators, administrators and all would-be learners. COORDINATORS: Diana and K.O. Druker PHONE: 576-4533 or 537-9917 (Sporten Co.) DATE: Oct. 2, Tuesday TIME: 8:30 LOCATION: 459 house, 615 Fairchild Terr.
CONSUMPTION

There are several services that the Consumer Relations Board provides. Among them are: files on the different prices of auto and small appliance repair; a product safety check before holidays to see if banned toys and other such products are still being sold, and a tenant handbook which contains a list of landlords in Manhattan and information about the houses and apartments they rent. CABI also provides consumer protection and handles complaints quickly, fairly, and at no expense.

CONTACT: DICK BIBENS, PHONE: 532-6541

HEADSTART

Volunteers are needed to interact with the young children in the HeadStart program. You are asked to commit one day a week, 9 am to noon or noon to 3 pm. Women are encouraged to volunteer to interact with the children. Sign up at the reception desk and you will be contacted. COORDINATOR: Yovanne Lacey, 539-4804.

UNIVERSITY MINORITY AFFAIRS

The Special Services Division of the University Minority Affairs program is concerned with providing support for minority students who have a successful college experience. In order to provide some of these important services, we need your active participation and support. We can help you by volunteering to provide these important services. Excellent, friendly tutors are needed in all subjects. In order to be interested, please contact Cathy Soto, director of special services, 207 North Hall, 532-6635, or write to her care of special services, 207 North Hall, 532-6635.

EDUCATION FOR HANDICAPPED CHILDREN

This group provides programs for mentally retarded and physically handicapped children and adults. Volunteers are needed to help with a variety of activities such as Girl Scout Troop, Boy Scout Troop, swimming, and adult recreation group, friendship group (one-to-one contact with a retarded person) in a hospital. If you have any questions, contact Betty Szczur, 539-2190, after 5 pm. First meeting, Sept. 20, 7:30, 4 pm, KSU Union, Rm 207.

BIG BROTHER - BIG SISTER

These are local programs to help kids and girls in rough the 7 to 13 age group who are in need of guidance. If you are interested in volunteering, CONTACT: 770-6603.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION

Don Weiner - student attorney
Small Claims Court
Jenny Johnson - free (to students) Notary Public

RED CROSS

Blood Mobile - Twice a year, the University sponsors a blood donation. Volunteers to serve as nurses and typists are needed to operate the mobile. Disaster Plan Volunteers - This is a corps of volunteers who are trained to react to emergency situations in the community.

FIRST AID AND WATER SAFETY - Training is required for filling these positions.

HOSPITAL VOLUNTEER PROGRAM Volunteers serve as dietary, recreation assistants, and record runners at Mt. Sinai Hospital. Ft. Riley. There is year-round need for dirty bags (drawing cotton bags) and for people who can knit cast caps. At irregular intervals, people are needed for steering, printing, lettering, writing articles, and such. If interested, register name and number and you'll be contacted. Volunteers, both individuals and groups are needed to provide cookies for patients at Irwin Army Hospital. CONTACT: Anne Jones, PHONE: 539-2700

HELP FOR THE ELDERLY

Volunteers are needed to help provide transportation needs for the elderly and others who want this service. The majority are community - to get to the doctor, go on errands, and on rare occasions, to sit with sick patients while spouse goes on errands. Paying for taxi rides and city bus is not realistic on an elderly person's income. If you like to help some people who are in need of help, this is a program that might benefit you. Volunteers are needed to be sought from the Riley County Council of Social Agencies. Almost all volunteers have a vehicle so it is not necessary to have a car. Volunteers need to particularly great for those volunteers who have snow tires. You would like to learn more or think you would be able to help, CONTACT: Ann Gleason, PHONE: 776-6300.

RILEY COUNTY FAMILY AND COMMUNITY SERVICES

A 20 year old woman is lonely and needs a friendly visitor. Someone who might also run errands for her. An elderly man is handicapped and an elderly couple that is isolated from its family. You might want to be visited by someone. These people and many more like them, the volunteer visitation program, sponsored by the Riley County Family and Community Service, needs more dedicated and dependable volunteers. Both male and female volunteers are being sought to visit the elderly and shut-ins in Manhattan. All volunteers who visit on a regular basis are being recognized, and meaningful friendships are often established. Individuals having at least one hour a week and the desire to be a part of a worthwhile program, please contact the volunteer coordinator, Marilyn Shafer, for further information. CALL 537-9438, mornings and evenings.

PARK AND PROBATION WORK

The Municipal Court invites us to continue our work as parole officers. Our clients are over 18, misdemeanours or less than a year in jail, and from time to time, fellow students. This is "for real," so please be prepared to work from 6 am to 5 pm. We ask that you have a few hours of time available. Students should call us if they have a few hours of time available. The Municipal Court in turn, will give us a call if we have any. CONTACT: 539-6432, DATE: first meeting, Oct. 4, Thursday. TIME: 6:00 pm LOCATION: 703 North Hall.

NEW YORK'S WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S CENTER

This program provides services for mentally retarded and physically handicapped children and adults. Volunteers are needed to help with a variety of activities such as Girl Scout Troop, Boy Scout Troop, swimming, and adult recreation group, friendship (one-to-one contact with a retarded person) in a hospital. If you have any questions, contact Betty Szczur, 539-2190, after 5 pm. First meeting, Sept. 20, 7:30, 4 pm, KSU Union, Rm 207.

THE TRAINING CENTER FOR DISABLED CHILDREN operates 8:30 to 11:45 A.M. daily from September through May with an 8 week summer program. It requires 7 volunteers daily, either men or women to assist instructional staff in working with mentally and physically handicapped young children. The Manhattan center is located in Sibbens, 1123 Waverly Street, CONTACT: Ms. Frances Vin Scovog, PHONE: 539-8901

Activities/Trainng Center for adults is an enrichment of 30 developmentally disabled adults ranging in age from 16 to 80 years of age. It provides services for elderly adults twice weekly. Center is in Sibbens, 1123 Waverly Street, Monday through Friday. Programs are designed for adults who operate two to August 1970, 9:00 to 3:30. Monday through Friday. The Training Center is also working in cooperation with arts and crafts and sub-contract work (primarily woodworking). The center is also working in cooperation with arts and crafts and sub-contract work (primarily woodworking). 10 volunteers are needed. CONTACT: Mr. Pat Hilkellin.

PHONES: 539-2177, 539-2181

PHONES: 776-7071

PHONES: 776-7051

PHONES: 776-7001

PHONES: 539-2177, 539-2181

PHONES: 776-7071

PHONES: 776-7051
SCHOLARLY ENDEAVORS

HAR! AND HOW YOU DESTROY IT AT HOME

How to test products at home and tell whether products that you buy are beneficial or not; why hair is in bad condition; how to understand the use of conditioners--a lecture in general. Unit of 20. COORDINATOR: Martha McConnell. PHONE: 532-8222. LOCATION: 4669 Fairchild Terrace, basement. (Yeager is a graduate teaching assistant in the KU Department of Modern Languages).

FRANCHISE CONVERSATION

Open to those who want to use their French to polish it up or just dust it off. We'll have projects for each meeting--everyone will suggest topics and participate in them. Centered around cultural and culinary activities. Minimum of at least an intermediate conversational ability, please. COORDINATOR: Diane Russ. PHONE: 532-1068. LOCATION: Sunday, October 3, TIME: 7:30 p.m. LOCATION: 509 Leavenworth, upstairs. (Diane is a graduate teaching assistant in the KU Department of Modern Languages).

TREATMENT FOR TERM-PAPER TRAUMA

This course is open to anyone yet primarily intended for undergraduate students in social science, history, and related areas. Suggested topics: how to define a problem so it's manageable and answerable, making sense out of simple statistics and complex tables you find in journals, using historical works in studying current issues, choosing good reference materials, etc. Only two sessions are planned, but additional topics could also be considered by the group for possibly another meeting or two. COORDINATOR: Joe Haepple, UMKC staff. PHONE: 532-5666. DATE: Tuesday, October 2, TIME: 7:30 p.m. LOCATION: 615 Fairchild Terrace, basement. (Joe has an M.A. in sociology and has written enough papers to finally figure out how it should be done).

INTRODUCTION TO SOUTHERN PLAINS INDIAN DANCE

A look at the White Man's version of Indian Pow Wow's, tracing the development of these ceremonies and the construction of various types of costumes. If possible, there will be a session on singing and drumming. COORDINATOR: Craig Roberts. PHONE: 797-8015. LOCATION: Wednesday, October 3, TIME: 7:00 p.m. LOCATION: 7 Corry Lane. (Craig has had 1 and a half years of training to sing on Ponca War drum from the '49 er Singers, Los Angeles).

SPONOR THE ETHICS OF BIOLOGY, AN ETHICAL ISSUE

COORDINATOR: Jerry Weiss. DATE: Thursday, September 29, TIME: 7:30 p.m. LOCATION: St. Paul's Episcopal Church, 6th and Pointz. (Jerry is on the faculty of the KU Biology Department).

A STUDY OF ETHICS

This course will read and discuss the book Situation Ethics by Joseph Fletcher. Minimum of 5-6 people. COORDINATOR: James D'Olier. PHONE: 766-9427. LOCATION: Thursday, October 4, TIME: 7:00 to 9:00 p.m. LOCATION: St. Paul's Episcopal Church, 6th and Pointz. (James D'Olier is Rector at St. Paul's).

MAN AND THE FUTURE

October: Film, "Future Shock". November: Film, "Treasures Made, Treasures Broken". December: Film, "How the West Was Won...and how lost". January: Film, "Lament of the Reservation".

These two series provide an opportunity for open dialogue on issues selected from present day life and raises questions of man's moral responsibilities related to these issues. COORDINATOR: Dave Stewart. PHONE: 532-9101. TIME: 8:00 p.m. (50¢), presentation at 6:30. LOCATION: Baptist Campus Center, 1001 Anderson. (Dave is the campus minister at the Baptist Campus Center).

FOODS

YOGURT

This will be a short, one-time class on the techniques of making your yogurt with or without a yogurt-maker. COORDINATOR: Paul Williams and Paula Evans. PHONE: 532-8322. DATE: Monday, October 8, TIME: 7:00 p.m. LOCATION: 1030 Blomquist.

CANNING

Principles of canning acid and nonacid foods; jars and jelly, tips to prevent botulism, demonstration of equipment needed, free recipes and information booklets will be distributed. We will encourage discussion and questions related to this method of food preservation. No equipment setting will be done. COORDINATORS: Margie Cho, Melba, Brown, and Elisse Carter. PHONE: 532-5900. DATE: Tuesday, October 16, TIME: 7:00 p.m. LOCATION: 1030 Blomquist.

NINE BREAD-MAKING CLASS

A baking practice, offered exclusively by the members of the Bakers Science and Management Club, will meet at Shearer Hall on the Grass Science & Industry Dept's Experimental Bakery. Common principles of bread, roll, and sweet dough make-up with cake decorating will be explored by participants, who will be able to take home each batch of dough once on Tuesday or Thursday evening at 6:45 p.m. A course outline with recipes, ingredients, and a 9 p.c. decorating kit are included in a $1.75 fee. Meetings begin on October 2, 7:30 p.m. Please bring an apron. COORDINATOR: Ross Holton. PHONE: 532-5990.

VEGETARIAN COOKERY

For those who are interested in meatless diets by choice or otherwise, this class will discuss how to include protein in your meals from sources other than meat. The use of buler, millet, soybeans and other grains and legumes will be covered. There will be two sessions: 12 persons each and will take place once on Tuesday or Thursday evening at 6:45 p.m. A course outline with recipes, ingredients, and a 9 p.c. decorating kit are included in a $1.75 per fee. Meetings begin on October 2, 7:30 p.m. Please bring an apron. COORDINATOR: Carol Low. PHONE: 532-5990.

VEGETARIAN POTLUCK

We would like to start a weekly vegetarian potluck dinner. Each participant will furnish one part of the total meal. Whether you're into a complete vegetarian diet or have never eaten a vegetarian meal at all, you're welcome to come join us. We'll discuss details of the meals at the first meeting. Maybe we'll even print a cookbook of our own. Let's get together. COORDINATOR: Scott Kempel. PHONE: 532-8322. DATE: Sept. 30, TIME: 7:30 p.m. LOCATION: UMKC kitchen, 615 Fairchild Terrace.

PURCHASING MEAT

This short course will cover the timely subject of purchasing meat, storage of meat and cooking methods related to these topics. A taste session and the what and eating quality of meat. For those who have specific questions about meat or topics they particularly want discussed, call the co-coordinators ahead of time, thus those can be included. COORDINATORS: Dr. Jane Bowers, Department of Zoology, and Pan Engler. PHONE: 532-5900. DATE: October 8, TIME: 7:00 p.m. LOCATION: 1030 Blomquist.

BREAD MAKING

Bread baking is on the rise. Come spend an afternoon learning the art of bread and roll making. COORDINATOR: H. Zantow. PHONE: October 5, TIME: 1:00 p.m. LOCATION: Joplin Heritage C., Apt. 934 PHONE: 532-6010. Ms. 2 has had many years experience of teaching bread making to 4-Hers and others.

HUMOR

Cocktails, after-dinner drinks, highballs. Learn the secrets of two local bartenders. Also, lighting jokes. Bring $1 per person. We'll drink the lesson. COORDINATORS: Paul Williams and Paula Evans. PHONE: 532-8322. DATE: Monday, October 8, TIME: 7:00 p.m. LOCATION: 1030 Blomquist.
WOMEN

WOMEN'S MOVEMENT: A PERSPECTIVE
A little bit of history and reasoning on the evolution of the women's movement... some personal reflections in a view to the future.
COORDINATOR: Dale Press
PHONE: 334-1918
DATE: Wed., Oct. 3
TIME: 7:30
LOCATION: 3110 Kearney

CHILDREN: AN ENGAGING EVENT
The session will include a brief description of the Lander method of prepared childbirth, a film, and time permitted for discussion of giving birth as an enriching sexual event in a woman's life.
COORDINATOR: Kathy Farese
PHONE: 537-7604
DATE: Wednesday, Oct. 10
TIME: 7:30
LOCATION: 406 Summit

A LOOK AT SORORITIES
For every different sorority, there is a different view point. There is a lot of labeling - same true, same not true. Come look at a variety of concepts, from the active to the GI's... Express your view point and have your questions answered.
COORDINATOR: Sue Proster
PHONE: 534-6653
DATE: October 16,
Tuesday
TIME: 7:30
LOCATION: 617 North Fairchild - Kappa Kappa Gamma

FILM: NOTHING BUT A MAN
A drawing of emotional adjustment to the universal problems of earning a livelihood and supporting a family, of living in peace and dignity, of being a poligamist, and the man will not play the expected Negro role.
October 24 - Wed., 7pm Union Little Theatre $1.00

FILM: GROWING UP FEMALE AND MAKE-UP
Growing up female: The socialization of the American woman through a personal look into the lives of six females. See in action how many forces shape them: their parents, teachers, guidance counselors, the media and advertising. Make-up: The back seat of a parked car from a woman's point of view. Short and to the point.
October 11, Wednesday
7pm Union Little Theatre $1.00

FUNDING GEOGRAPHY FOR ART
Women artists at home: whether writers, painters, dancers, musicians or whatever - share a common problem: finding physical, psychological, and social space and energy to practice and perfect our work. This seminar will give us 'prophets' for the evening to talk about our present working environments, and to explore resources that will enable us to take the responsibility to create our own homes and houses so that we can do the artistic work that we as individuals love.
COORDINATOR: Joni Sherard
PHONE: 539-1235
DATE: November 7, Wednesday
TIME: 8:00pm
LOCATION: UFM House, 615 Fairchild Terrace

OUR ROOTS, OURSELVES
An evening to discuss with professional nurses, female sexuality in relationship to one's body... becoming aware of what's going on in the way of emotions and physical functioning in the female body.
COORDINATOR: Judy Schrock
DATE: Wednesday, Nov. 14
TIME: 7:30
LOCATION: UFM House, 615 Fairchild Terr.

FILM: SALT OF THE EARTH
Semidocumentary re-creates an actual year long strike of Mexican-American mine miners in New Mexico. Three issues at hand: men against their bosses, wives against their husbands, and Mexican workers against more affluent Americans. Explores the conflicts and contradictions in the workers' situation.
November 28, Wed., 7pm Union, Little Theatre $1.00

WOMEN'S CONSCIOUSNESS RISING
Consciousness rising is the medium for learning more about yourself and sisterhood. Consciousness is bridging gaps between the common misconceptions of competition and rivalry between women. It is a chance to share thoughts with housewives, students, and the career-oriented and create an island for the female psyche voyaging from the old world to the new.
COORDINATOR: Cevalde Bogart
PHONE: 535-5311
West Hall: Oct. 3, Wednesday
LOCATION: Union, room E13 (Cevalde has been involved in consciousness raising groups for several years in the Manhattan area.)

WOMEN'S LUNCHEON
What's lunch without good conversation? Let's get together and find out what's happening to women in current campus events, and how you can get involved.
COORDINATOR: Margaret Hord
PHONE: 532-6422
DATE: Every Thursday
TIME: 12:00 noon
LOCATION: Statleran 3, Union (Margaret is Associate Dean of Student's for the University.)

LEVI'S AND OLD LACE
Mother-daughter relationships - like everything else these days are changing, and it is sometimes hard for the two generations to reach mutual understanding they both want. We think getting together and just talking would be the best. We all have a lot to learn about one another.
If you agree come meet us. We have only two stipulations: Mothers and daughters must both want to come, and we are limiting it to daughters who are in high school or college.
COORDINATORS: Bank Hel and Caroline Peine
PHONE: 532-6432, 539-2562
DATE: the 1st and 3rd Wednesdays of the month
TIME: 7:30
LOCATION: 505 Oakdale Drive

WOMEN'S AWARENESS
This group will be activist or politically oriented, however it may serve as a facilitating process for other directions. The emphasis will be on feelings and respect for one another as women and human beings. We believe there is a need to learn how to relate and share our problems... a really satisfying experience.
This group should beongoing.
COORDINATOR: Nadine Burch
PHONE: 539-2742
DATE: Every Monday
TIME: 7:00
LOCATION: 505 Oakdale Drive

WOMEN'S AWARENESS COUNCIL
Women's Awareness Council is a local organization which represents the national affiliate - Intercollegiate Association of Women Students, and believes that a vital part of every college women's education is her opportunity for social participation and for experience which prepares her for a more meaningful life.
COORDINATOR: Mary Ellen
PHONE: 539-2381
DATE: Every Monday
LOCATION: 505 Oakdale Drive

AUTO-COMMUNICATION FOR WOMEN
Do you know how to talk with your car? Since it's sometimes necessary to own one, one may as well come to terms with it in terms of a human being. We are going to try to show folks how to avoid the really big repair bills by the use of preventive maintenance and talking with ones car. To avoid being ripped off when repairs are necessary. How to talk to mechanics... How to buy a car...
COORDINATOR: Roger Russell
PHONE: 535-7661
DATE: October 2, Tuesday
TIME: 7:30
LOCATION: AutoCraft - Stagg Hill Road
(Both John and Roger are mechanics at AutoCraft.)
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**MOSTLY HIGH SCHOOL**

UPM is not a learning program for just the college-age and older. The following section is coordinated mostly for high school students. But other ages are welcome, too! High school age people are welcome to participate in other courses throughout the brochure as well.

**SHIPS IN BOTTLES**

Are you interested in making things with your hands? Do you want to try something really demanding? I will teach people the basic of the traditional craft of ships in bottles. After a little practice anyone should be able to create beautiful and satisfying results. COORDINATOR: Barb Gross PHONE: 539-7984 DATE: Wed, Oct 3 TIME: 7:30 pm LOCATION: 325 N, 14th

**ORGAN REPAIR**

We will take apart an organ and explain its construction. Other antique instruments will be on display. COORDINATOR: Richard O dome PHONE: 539-4777 DATE: Sat, Oct 5 TIME: 1:30 pm LOCATION: 511 Sunset Richard has worked for over 3 years repairing organs.

**BEGINNING PHOTOGRAPHY**

We will learn to develop and print your own negatives. COORDINATORS: Ivan Parsons, Eric Peck, David Davre, David's PHONE: 539-7195 DATE: Fri, Oct 5 TIME: 3:30 pm LOCATION: Manhattan High School photography lab David has taken photography courses for 3 years, taken part in MHS photography club and does photos for the Mentor.

**CHESS GROUP**

This is an informal gathering of chess players for an exciting game or two. COORDINATOR: Mark Greene PHONE: 539-6552 DATE: Tues, Oct 2 TIME: 7:30 pm Sign up and you'll be contacted as to location of group.

**THE THIRD WAY**

Taking an honest look at what men have come thru in the last few hundred years of Western culture, we will go thru a couple of books. If you want a real challenge to your present thinking about society and where it's going, then this would be the place to find it. The title of this course is taken from one of the books we will be studying, by Os Olmets, a Christian philosopher. COORDINATOR: Bill Nesbitt DATE: Wed, Oct 3 TIME: 8:00pm LOCATION: 24 Rocky Ford Trailer Court PHONE: 539-5250

**JELLY MAKING**

Tired of the high cost of food? Here's one way you can cut down by learning to make your own jelly. We will cover sterilizing jars, making jelly and jellies, sealing the jars, and storing. If you wish to learn how to make jelly, you will need to bring a jar that holds one or two cups, and has a tight fitting lid. There will be a charge of $2.50 for each cup of jelly. Hope to see you there! COORDINATOR: Crystal Lecointre PHONE: 739-5698 DATE: Tues, Oct 2nd TIME: 7:30 pm LOCATION: Catholic Student Center Kitchen, 751 Division

**MODERN TURKEY**

In the last 50 years Turkey has developed into a modern nation. Jane discovered its unique culture during her seven week visit this summer as a foreign exchange student. She would like to share her experiences with you. COORDINATOR: Jane Lalouve PHONE: 539-2934 DATE: Thu, Oct 4 TIME: 7:30 pm LOCATION: KP&L Building, 501 Poymitz

**PRESENTATION ON DENMARK**

We will give a slide presentation and speech on Denmark. COORDINATORS: Margrethe and Quentin Dale PHONE: 539-3037 DATE: Thu, Oct 4 TIME: 7:00 pm Sign up at registration and you will be contacted as to location.

**ME AND YOU**

We all like to think about ourselves, naturally—but maybe with some discussion among ourselves we can learn to see more sensitive to other people's feelings. Perhaps you can show me how to make a difference in someone else's life. COORDINATOR: Sherry Gray PHONE: 539-8396 DATE: Mon, Oct 2 TIME: 7:00 pm LOCATION: 2152 Nevada.

**GYMNASTICS**

This class is for all who are interested in gymnastics. We will all work at our own speed and help each other. COORDINATOR: Stacy Creecher PHONE: 539-3812 DATE: Oct 4 TIME: 3:30 pm Sign up at registration and you will be contacted. Stacy has been teaching for 4 years and has performed at game presentations and in "Hello Dolly".

**HOME-MADE ROOT BEER MAKING**

Ever wonder where root beer comes from? We will make and taste our own homemade root beer. COORDINATORS: The Slack Family PHONE: 539-7194 DATE: Tues, Oct 2 TIME: 7:30 pm LOCATION: Slack house, call for directions The whole Slack family has been brewing root beer for 3 years.

**BIKE TOURING**

We will be touring the countryside sights of Manhattan on our bikes. Class will decide own directions & convenient meeting times. COORDINATOR: Jennifer Johnson PHONE: 539-6278 DATE: Wed, Oct 3 TIME: 11:00 am LOCATION: UPM front town. Bring your bike. (Jennifer has put over 500 miles on her bike across Iowa and Kansas.)

For mother-daughter relationships, see Lewis and Old Lace—Women's Section.

---

**ENVIRONMENT**

**PRAIRIE TRAVELERS**

The prairie contains great potential for human enrichment. Exhilarating winds carrying the scents of fall are to be experienced and enjoyed. For those who would care to learn of the prairie and its natural history, share such information, and just enjoy the beauty of the prairie, join me on some forays to the tall grassland. COORDINATOR: David Wide PHONE: 539-3095 DATE: Sign up and you'll be contacted. (David has over the last 3 years spent numerous hours and days on the prairie studying the natural history and mood of the land.)
ENVIRONMENT

STOP SMOKING

All you smokers who plan to quit someday: Can you throw away that pack right now? In 20 years, after 140,000 more cigarettes, do you think it's going to be easier? This is a group approach to help the smoker overcome his habit. We will meet daily for one week, Wed. Oct. 3 from 7:30 thru 9:00 pm. Classes will be held in Room 1 at Lafayette Student Health Center. COORDINATOR: Mike Bradshaw, 522-6594.

WASTEPAPER DROP POINTS

The only wastepaper drop that we know of can be found by taking the second turn left after passing the Slate Plaza on K-717. The delivery place is past the first house. Stacks of paper on the side of a hill can be seen from the highway. Corrugated boxes, newspapers, and mixed waste paper are accepted. Newspaper should be tied in bundles and waste paper should be in plastic bags. For additional information, call 776-6631.

STONE HOUSES

This class is for anyone with an interest in the history, restoration, living in, and looking at and exploring various stone houses with discussions on history, restoration and construction techniques. COORDINATORS: Glen Nettles, 320-1932, and Joyce Nettles, 327-5267.

ALUMINUM RECYCLING

The women of Seven O'clock Church are collecting aluminum for recycling as an environmental improvement measure and as a means of raising money for their charity programs. Save all of your cans and other aluminum beer cans, aluminum foil, past and cans and contribute them to us. Cans with side seams are not aluminum. Please flatten the cans. Bring cans or aluminum to 716 Colorado or to barrels at supermarkets. Anyone who can pick up aluminum from the Taverns in Aggieville is needed. COORDINATOR: Marilyn Leenberger, 776-5320.

ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS CENTER

Our environment is rapidly deteriorating. It is no more important now than ever before that serious action be taken on whatever scale possible. The Environmental Awareness Center has several different ways for persons who are really interested in working for the environmental cause to learn more about it. Various action committees have been organized, such as Campus Beautification, Tallgrass Prairie National Park, Bicycle Committee, Legislative Committee, and Manhattan Wildlifes Committee. Many other small jobs are available in helping to run the center. And new ideas or action proposals are always welcome. If you are interested in getting involved with us, come by the office in Room 231, Ackert Hall, 522-6628.

HERB MEDICINE

Granda didn't have a drive-up pharmacy to count on when she needed medicine. She often used the plants she found growing nearby. This one-time class will take a look at herbs Granda might have used, and also provide LOCATION: UMN House, 615 Fairchild Terrace, library

INTERPERSONAL GROUPS

OK-NESS THROUGH UNDERSTANDING AND ACTION

A workshop using the tools of "I'm OK-You're OK" transectional analysis to grow in self-understanding and personal relating skills. This workshop is planned for married couples wishing to apply I.A. to their own lives. The group will be limited to 10 couples who will not only consider the structural analysis of parent-adult-child relationship but will be asked to work at self-awareness and growth in personal relationships. LOCATION: 1021 Denison. Don has been leading I.A. groups for the past two years both in the states and abroad.

"I'M OK- YOU'RE OK" INTENSIVE WEEKEND

Based on "I'm OK-You're OK" approach to transectional analysis. Techniques to emancipate the "Adult" in everyone, Goal is to enable "Adult" and to "free-up" or feelings. Learning to live in relationships with others, freed from immature dependencies, self-rejection, not-OK feelings, etc. Weekend will include Friday evening, Saturday 8:00 am to 9:00 pm and Sunday afternoon. LOCATION: United Ministries Center-1021 Denison. Warren is a UMRE campus minister.
BETWEEN PARENT AND CHILD

Parents and their children; children and their parents. How can both groups better relate with each other? An opportunity to talk with individuals experienced in parent-child relationships. Six sessions.
COORDINATOR: Carmen Chirvano PHONE: 539-5855. Time and place will be set at your convenience.

GAY CONSCIOUSNESS

Gay Consciousness is a process of accepting the realization that within each person there exists, in varying degrees and intensity, the tendency to prefer to be with someone of the same sex. You might feel good to have her/his chosen orientation but does not know what to do next. This will offer you a chance to meet other gays and learn how to work through the emotions that usually accompany the "coming out" experience. Be proud of your homosexuality. If interested in meeting with others or just want information about the group, call Keith at 539-1808 or write Gay Consciousness, c/o 616 Fairfield Terr. (This group has been meeting for 3 years.)

LIVING TOGETHER

My lady and I have just started living together and we've had a few hassles to work through—problems of money, sex, adjustment, parents, and the landlord. We felt it would be helpful to have others to talk to who were going through the same thing. --F. A. COORDINATOR: Rich & Monica PHONE: 539-1708. DATE: Wed, Oct 3. Time: 12:30pm LOCATION: 1125 Buckingham Apt. 1.

INTERNATIONAL GROUPS

"PEOPLE - A PERSPECTIVE"

A distinguishing characteristic of human nature centers on "choice". We can say "you" or "he" to this seminar, but what went into making such a choice? Does the way we structure our days assist us to be more fully creative? How does our awareness of the power within us enable that acceptance of others and ourselves? This seminar is an invitation to understanding, to participation, to meditation, and to further explore the potential of our own lives.
COORDINATORS: Carolyn Cook and Dennis Lothrop. DATE: Sept. 15. TIME: 10am. LOCATION: First Presbyterian Church. Carolyn and Dennis have an extensive background in group leading in Family and Child Development, etc.

THE CHRISTIAN IN LOVE RELATIONSHIPS

An opportunity to discover a quality of "loving one another," which should be normal for the Christian and to develop friendships with a freedom and balance which allow those relationships to last indefinitely. Openness, honesty in communication, and commitment to others can be experienced in ways that contribute positively to love relationships. This is one "part of life" that Christians can and must see from a new perspective.
COORDINATOR: Beverly Kauf, & Marlene Pauls PHONE: 539-1220 and 539-4628. DATE: Oct. 2, Tues. TIME: 12noon. LOCATION: 2nd floor Union room meter will be posted on Info Board. These leaders have their M. S. in FCG.

LIFE PLANNING WORKSHOP

The life planning workshop is designed to involve the individual in the process of influencing his own future. The majority of people don't think of themselves as actually creating their own future, but rather just let it happen to them. In the life planning workshop the individual is encouraged to reach the realization that he is the one responsible for his own life and consequently is capable of creating the future he wants for himself. Sign up at registration on Oct 2 or call 539-1220 to be contacted.
COORDINATOR: BILLY COOP PHONE: 539-4628 (BILLY is a counselor in the Center for Student Development)

MANY SPLENDORED THING

This course is designed for people who want to reflect not only on the meaning of love but on the meaning of our selves in relation to others. This course will be taught by a number of different instructors, including PATRICK ANDERSON of the Department of Psychology, and JAMES J. O'NEIL of the Department of Social Work. The course will meet once a week on Wednesdays at 12:30 pm in Room 202 of the心理学 Building.

SMALL WORLD

Would you like to take a world fact-finding tour...free to South Africa, Sweden, Switzerland, Nepal, Nigeria?? Small World, sponsored by the International Coordinating Council, will have members from countries all over the world. MEETINGS Wed. at 7:30 pm, watch union bulletin.

WOMAN AND MAN -- A DIALOGUE


SMALL WORLD

Would you like to take a world fact-finding tour...free to South Africa, Sweden, Switzerland, Nepal, Nigeria?? Small World, sponsored by the International Coordinating Council, will have members from countries all over the world. MEETINGS Wed. at 7:30 pm, watch union bulletin.
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SPORTS

TUMBLING
Young boys and girls will have an opportunity to have fun in learning the "know-how" of tumbling basics, such as forward and backward rolls, stretching exercises, flips and handstands. COORDINATORS: Robert Harper and Willard Morgan DATE: Thursday Oct. 4 TIME: 7:30pm Douglas Community Center

TENNIS LESSONS
Most of the young boys and girls as well as the adults have not had the opportunity to be properly introduced to the game of tennis, with the installation of courts on Yuma street, now is the time to be properly instructed! COORDINATORS: Edith Bailey and Willard Morgan DATE: Tuesdays, Oct 2 TIME: youth-6:30 pm, adults-7:30 pm LOCATION: Tennis courts on Yuma

BASKETBALL
Big Gene, "Mr. NBA," will be conducting drills and techniques to improve a young man's basketball skills. One week with Gene is like three weeks with "Will." COORDINATOR: Gene Williams You will be contacted.

ROWING
If you do not want to bow in a league, nor bow by yourself, or if you are just a beginning bowler, this group is just right for you. It is called a group of bowlers for fun and that is just what you will have - fun. DATE: Thursdays, Oct 4 TIME: 9:00 pm LOCATION: Wildcat Lane. Sign up, and you will be contacted.

WALKIN' THE DOG
You know your pet needs exercise, but don't want formal training? Bring 'em to the City Park on Sunday afternoons, 4:30, at the pavilion. The dogs must be on a leash and have shots. Anyone wishing to help lead, specify at registration. COORDINATOR: Laura Penland

TABLE TENNIS
To play tennis informally and improve your game, instruction will be given free to beginners. Wear rubber soled shoes and lightweight clothing, preferably dark in color. There is a nominal rental fee for rackets and paddles. Play is informal, but tournaments (elimination or round robin) may be held if the members wish. COORDINATORS: Paul Seth (786-9063 or 2610), Joe Lindson (538-8394), or Gene Richards (538-6576 or 29816), DATE: Thursday, Oct 4 TIME: 8:00pm LOCATION: K-State Union table tennis room

HOUSINGSHOEING AND HOOF CARE
We will cover fundamentals of housinghoesng and hoof care. There will possibly be demonstrations of hooseshoeing if farm is located. If you have a horse in need of shoeing, here's your chance! COORDINATOR: Faulkner PHONE: 538-2543 DATE: Monday, Oct 1 TIME: 7:00 LOCAtion: 1919 Huntng (Joe spent the last three summers apprenticing for housinghoesng and working on his own).

MEXICAN ADVENTURE
Low-cost travel to Mexico: major scenic, historic and cultural areas; Guanajuato, Guadalajara, Patzcuaro, Mexico City, Tanco, Acapulco. Most of it's-it yourself travel adventure; exploring and doing things on your own or with one or two others; climbing the pyramids, boating on Lake Patzcuaro, listening to Mariachi bands, whatever you like most. Big feature is that you don’t have to worry about transportation hassles, or accommodations, or getting there and around and back again. Big fun! Sign up now, no obligation and details and cost will be sent to you soon. COORDINATOR: Warren Rempel PHONE: 538-4281 DATE: December 28 - January 9

FENCING
Are you plagued with the Zorbo Syndrome? Then the KSU Fencing Club is your thing. The club provides instruction in foil, epee, sabre, and saber. Its practice sessions are open to all who are interested, whether you're a fencing master or don't know which end is sharp. The first UFM meeting will be Wednesday, October 1. COORDINATOR: Dick Hayter PHONE: 532-5620 TIME: Monday, Oct 1 TIME: 7:30 LOCATION: Union, Ms. 206

Soccer League
Faculty and graduate student teams have formed and are playing this fall. If interested in joining, please sign up at UFM registration.

LIFESAVING
The course objective is to provide each individual with the knowledge and skills designed to save his own life or the life of another in the event of an emergency. Class must meet a minimum of 16 hours, and students must have passed their 15th birthday or completed 9th grade. They must be able to complete a standard swimming test. A small fee for materials will be collected at UFM registration.

BEGINNING SWIMMING FOR ADULTS
Individual instruction will be given in teaching strokes and water safety. Class is open for all those willing to begin the sport who are college age and over. COORDINATOR: Dr. Morrision PHONE: 539-0056 DATE: October 2nd TIME: 7:30 to 9:00 LOCATION: Nichols Gym. A small fee for pool maintenance will be collected at UFM registration.

BACKPACKING
Backpacking, mountaineering and just plain camping — open to all people interested in backpack camping, whether you're a beginner or an old timer. We'll cover equipment design, techniques of backpacking and helpful hints of any nature. Trips are already in the organizational stage to the San Juan Primitive area, Durango, Colorado.

FLINT HILLS FORAY
For the advancement of English and western horsemanship. For riders and non-riders, anyone who adores horses. Various phases of riding and horse care will be discussed. Tentative activities will include shows, clinics, films, and lectures. Watch the Collegian for time and place of first meeting. COORDINATOR: Jean Peters PHONE: 538-561

MODEL AIRPLANE FLYING
For all those interested in continuing or starting a hobby in airplane flying. Explanation of airplane construction and demonstration of low-controlled planes will be covered. Also, radio-controlled airplanes will be discussed and demonstrated. Anyone wishing to learn or willing to share their knowledge is welcome. COORDINATOR: Kirby Kemper PHONE: 539-7712 DATE: Thursday, Oct 4 TIME: 7:00 LOCATION: 1010 Lamaroo

TENNIS 15 - LIFE
My add... I would like to invite tennis buffs and beginners to get together to exchange ideas and help each other to play a better game. Your add... COORDINATOR: Mona Quesenbeye PHONE: 517-0222 DATE: Oct. 6, Saturday TIME: 8:00am LOCATION: KSU tennis courts

FOOTBALL
We are planning a football game on Saturday. Please be sure you have your tickets purchased. The game will be played at 2:00 pm.

BICYCLE REPAIR
To teach the fundamentals of bicycle care and repair. Class will include all on your own direction and most convenient meeting time. COORDINATOR: Bill Jacob PHONE: 571-1510 TIME: 7:30 LOCATION: Putnam Hall basement, Oct 4 (Bill has taught this class for UFM before, and owns a bike shop in Madison).

SCUBA DIVING
Meetings will include demonstration of scuba equipment, slide show, discussions... possibility of diving a few times. COORDINATOR: Randy Metzlin PHONE: 539-9371 DATE: Tuesday, Oct. 9 TIME: 9-10pm LOCATION: Nichols Pool

LEARNING TO BE A RADIO AMATEUR
You will learn the Morse code and learn the theory of how radio operation works. It will be worked towards obtaining a license.

COORDINATOR: Gary Johnson PHONE: 539-7085 DATE: Tuesday, Oct. 2 TIME: 7:00 LOCATION: Section hall 164-A (Gary heads the ham radio club on campus)
ARTS & CRAFTS

CHILDREN'S CRAFTS

The kids have fun with two long-time children's art instructors. This will be your chance to learn to make pretty and artistic items for yourself and for others. CORINNE: Ginette St. Pierre and Mango Khan. LOCATION: Douglass Center, 900 Yuma. Sign up at registration and you'll be contacted.

KNITTING CLASSES

Learn the skill of knitting, so that you can make some of the popular knitted clothing you cannot afford to purchase the store, and at the same time, occupy some of the spare time you cannot figure out how to slipper by you. COORDINATOR: Mrs. Harper. DATE: Thursday, October 6. TIME: 7:30 p.m. LOCATION: Douglass Center, 900 Yuma.

ARTS AND CRAFTS DAYS

This series offers a special opportunity for participants to gain the necessary basic information of a craft in a single session. Each instructor is quite experienced in his/her craft. Longer descriptions of some of those events are elsewhere in the brochure.

Monday---October 6---Silkcreening: June Fritz, 379-7930.
Tuesday---October 9---Techniques of Film Production: Steve Bellows, 379-5582.
Thursday---October 11---Collage/making, Art Elliot, 377-2794.
Monday---October 16---Do-it-yourself Hair and Folk-hair, June Shariff, 377-2794.
Tuesday---October 16---Macrame, Karen Slack, 539-7764.
Thursday---October 18---Collage/making, Art Elliot, 377-2794.
TIME: 7-9 p.m. LOCATION: KSU Union, 3rd floor, Craft Room.

FREE FROM THE CREATIVE CRAFTS SHOP

How to Make:
- Paper Plate, 3-D: Pictures: Tuesdays 1:30 p.m.
- Memory Boxes (or Ecology Boxes): Wednesdays 1:30 p.m.
- Dough Art: Wednesdays 3:30 p.m.
- Crackle Plaques: Thursdays 1:30 p.m.
- Ceramic Pottery: Time: 1:30 p.m.
LOCATION: 616 Payntz.

ADULT CRAFT CLASSES (afternoon)

If you have your afternoons free and are looking for something to do, join our Adult Craft Class, which meets every Wednesday. All you have to do is bring something to work on and posses the willingness to get to know some other good people. COORDINATOR: Marion Alt. DATE: Wednesday, October 5. TIME: 1:30 p.m. LOCATION: Douglass Center, 900 Yuma.

ADULT CRAFT CLASSES (evening)

For those who can't make it in the afternoon, but can attend in the evenings or, for those who would like to make two classes. Times to be announced. COORDINATOR: Anne Butler. LOCATION: Douglass Center, 900 Yuma.

OPEN CRAFT CLASSES

If you are not interested in a Craft Class, but like to work on your own, craft items will be available for "do-it-yourself" small crafts, with a competent recreational staff to provide any assistance necessary. COORDINATORS: Willard Morgan, Dalath Bailey, and Gene Williams. LOCATION: Douglass Center, 900 Yuma.

INTRODUCTION TO HANDMADE CERAMICS

This class will cover various techniques of handbuilt pots and primitive firing methods, especially pit firing. Limit of 15. A fee may be assessed to cover the cost of clay. Time to be announced. COORDINATOR: Ruth Jensen. PHONE: 377-4001. (Ruth has a B.S. in art education with concentration in ceramics.)
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HANDCRAFTS UNLIMITED: EMBROIDERY, CROCHET, CROCHET, AND RUG HOOKING

A demonstration of how to make afghans, scarves, caps, table clothes, bean bags, and wallhows. Also demonstration of how to do brownstick and straight crochet. Demonstration of croshet, wallplgs and pillows. Bring something that you want to do. At the first meeting we will start you on. After that we will assist whenever needed. COORDINATORS: Amy & Ella Meyer PHONE: 539-2578 DATE: Tues, Oct 2 TIME: 7:00 p.m. LOCATION: 1018 Fairchild. (Amy & Ella are both retired. They have been doing handcrafts all their lives.)

KNITTING AND/OR CROCHETING

We will begin with the basics of knitting and/or crocheting and work quickly from there. Learn by doing. Bring your needles for the first meeting. COORDINATORS: Mrs. Hildgard Carter PHONE: 539-3547 DATE: Tues, Oct 2 TIME: 1:00 p.m. LOCATION: 1514 Westland Dr. (Mrs. Carter has been knitting and crocheting for over 30 years, sometimes as a professional.)

WORKSHOP ORIGINALS

Learn to embroidery and applique a workshop using a design of your own choosing. Six one-hour sessions. COORDINATOR: Dorothy Koeppe PHONE: 539-5589 DATE: Wed, Oct 3 TIME: 7:00 p.m. LOCATION: Newman Student Center, 471 Danisond. Dorothy is a Manhattan artist of wide reputation.

BEGINNER'S SHAWL

If you can sew a seam, you can make a garment. Come and we'll help you get started with a simple pattern and progress onward. COORDINATOR: Mrs. Edward White PHONE: 539-6801 DATE: Tues, Oct 2 TIME: 1:30 p.m. LOCATION: To be announced at registration. Mrs. White is a native Kansas, farm housewife, with children on their own - just hoping to be of some assistance to others.

CREATIVITY IN WOOD

The thrust of the program is to assist anyone who has a desire to try to develop an ability for creativity using the medium of wood. The only cost for the course is for the materials that are used. All necessary equipment will be furnished. The class will meet on the basement of my 3160 RV home. Sign up at registration and you will be contacted. This class has a long waiting list. Class meets 7:30 p.m to 10:00 p.m on Wed. nights. COORDINATOR: Chat Peters PHONE: 532-6237, office & 537-2632, home. (Chat has been working in wood design for 12 years, doing wood sculpturing for the last 6.)

MEN'S SEWING

The basics: sewing shirts, cuffs, collars, pants, buttons, zippers, etc. No tailoring this live. COORDINATORS: Paul & Beth Hobbs PHONE: 377-3996 DATE: Wed, Oct 5 TIME: 7:00 p.m. LOCATION: 1423 Leavenworth (Paul has hidden talents in sewing. Beth has been sewing all her life.)

DECORATIVE PROGRAM

Would you like to learn this craft? A five week course will begin starting this semester. Cost of materials should be from 510 to 515. If we get together, we can cut costs. Please bring notebook to the first couple of meetings for taking notes. LOCATION: Ms. Elite. COORDINATOR: Elite. PHONE: 539-5624 DATE: Thurs, Oct 6 TIME: 7:30 p.m. LOCATION: 2418 Buena Vista Dr. (Ms. Colbert has been doing decoro for 6 years. The only one that he has sold none of her original.)
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PIONEER SKILLS

Hustle-bustle and the artificiality of a plastic, automated world got you down? Take a step back in time to a quieter, more creative era with an historical museum class in Pioneer Crafts. Surprise your friends with homemade gifts this Christmas or donate the fruits of your laboring to the museum's annual bazaar at Cheyenne, Sept. 29, Oct. 20, & 29, and decide for yourself. Registration will be taken at the museum (Oct. 6 & 7).

TATTING

Mrs. Earl Ray, museum weekend receptionist, will demonstrate the delicate artful skill of tatting on Sunday afternoon beginning Oct. 7. Cotton or linen is knitted with the use of a shuttle to create a delicate lace-like throw blanket.

FLOSS STILLMAN, who's expertise has involved her in classes and rug making camps throughout the U.S., will co-ordinate a class on rug making. Design or purchase materials to create a rug of your own fancy. Instruction by arrangement.

CHAIR CATING

T.H. Cream, master of the art of chair caning again offers his popular class on Saturday afternoons at 1:30.

QULTING

Facing a cold Kansas winter and the increasing threat of an energy shortage? Be prepared with a colorful quilt. All you need to know-patterns, cutting, sewing and quilting-will be presented by experienced quilters, Lynn Cox. Saturdays at 3:00 pm.

MUSEUM MANAGEMENT EXPERIENCE

What's the museum world like professionally? What goes on behind the public exhibits and classes? Does the 'museum' have a vital role in public education? Learn by doing! Interested? Call or come to the Alley Co.

Mrs. Jean Dallas, 537-2270

ARTS & CRAFTS

THE SARA PERRY MEMORIAL SILVERSMITHING CLASS

We're still trying to scrounge equipment and facilities, so don't yet know where or when. We'll call you when we find somewhere. We'll be doing anything we can: maybe casting, if we find the stuff. We may be cross-legged on the floor like Indians with butane or propane hand-torches, ($3-$5) and glueing sand to sticks (not really but... limited class.

If you have equipment, send note for it. COORDINATOR: Mark Penland, who is very patient, and David Norton, who isn't. Have been "Doing silver" for 2 years (Collected experience) right here in Manhattan. Maybe we can even raise a consciousness for this craft. Don't forget-silver costs. PHONE: Only if necessary: 276-2021. Sign up at registration and you will be contacted.

FURNITURE IMPROVEMENT

Like to spruce up your chair? Bring your furniture, tear it down, and let's learn together how to rebuild or repair it. Or maybe all it needs is a slipcover? We'll do that too. COORDINATOR: Frances Walters. PHONE: 839-2261. Between 9-11 a.m., please. DATE: October 6. TIME: 9-11 a.m. LOCATION: WMBE Center, 1021 Danilson (Frances has been reconstructing her own broken furniture for 20 years).

A DISCUSSION ON THE ART OF CANDLES MAKING

The idea is to get together people interested in candles. We will begin by explaining how to make candles for those who never have and then we hope you can talk to others about different types of candles you have seen. COORDINATOR: Art Elliott. PHONE: 537-2326. DATE: Oct 11 & 18. TIME: 7:00 pm. LOCATION: 130 Union, Crafts Room, 3rd floor (Art is an architecture student who has taught candlemaking for 10 years or more.)

IF YOU CAN'T LIKE 'EM... JOIN US

Come learn the basics of stamp collecting: how to start collecting, how to select, and methods of trading stamps without using money. All foreign students are welcome to find out about American stamps. COORDINATOR: Mrs. Mary Whelan. PHONE: 537-2045. DATE: Thursday, Oct 4. TIME: 7 p.m. LOCATION: 831 Humboldt (Mrs. Whelan started the Manhattan stamp club, has had exhibitions at the Library and post office, and does stamp appraising).

CROCHET

Both fundamental and advanced crocheting techniques. We will meet either Wednesdays, Saturdays or Fridays, depending on the needs of the group. 7 p.m. Sign up at registration and you will be contacted. COORDINATOR: Terry Baker. (Terry has crocheted for over 3 years.)

CHAIR CATERING

Came learn the art of chair caning. We'll begin by talking about your chair and discussing types of cane. If you have a chair to work on, please bring it to the first meeting. COORDINATOR: Barbara Poresky. PHONE: 537-2027. DATE: Thursday, Oct 4. TIME: 7:00 pm. LOCATION: 3084 Claffin (Barbara has been caning for 3 years and has taught for UMW for 1 year.)
ARTS & CRAFTS

HOME CRAFTS
Would you like to learn how to make things for your home? I can teach the following: Terrariums, mobiles, dried arrangements, block prints, string pictures, clear casts, & cane of house plants. We'll cover one craft per meeting. COORDINATOR: Ronne Dwork, 532-3327, Hm 908 DATE: Thurs, Oct 11 TIME: 7:30 pm LOCATION: Ford Hall 9th Floor Studio. (Ronne is a Horticulture Therapy major.)

RUG- Hooking & Punching
One night class which will demonstrate the basics of rug-hooking and punching. COORDINATOR: Jan Broume PH: 276-9690 DATE: Tues, Oct 9 TIME: 7:00 pm LOCATION: 509 Hmo (Jan is an experienced rug-hooker and puncher with craft talents in other areas as well.)

MAKING YOUR OWN STRINGED INSTRUMENT

Basically the materials for constructing stringed instruments are similar. This one evening class will describe the materials and methods necessary to construct a stringed instrument. Slides will be shown and construction forms will be demonstrated. COORDINATOR: Harold Simonsen PHONE: 539-6637 DATE: Tues, Oct 2 TIME: 7:30 pm LOCATION: 610 Fairchild Terrace (Harold has made 3 guitars, a harp, and 2 dulcimers over the past 5 years.)

PILLOW MAKING

One-time thing; let's get together: share some ideas on design & construction of all kinds of pillows. They are such fun to give as gifts of love & awfully nice to have around, making our homes a whole lot softer. COORDINATOR: Mary Finney PHONE: 539-7884 DATE: Sign up and you'll be contacted.

FIRE ARTS

FICTION AND NON-FICTION WRITING
We take turns reading stories or articles we have written (no poetry), and the group offers suggestions and criticism. Bring what you have written. If you haven't written anything yet, come anyway and get some encouragement. COORDINATOR: Russ Lamm, Pat Nock PHONE: 537-7701 DATE: Oct. 4 Thursday TIME: 7:30 pm LOCATION: Lumen's Barn. If you need rides, call 276-8022 or 537-7701 (Russ is a retired professor from the KSU English Dept. He has been teaching this class for years.)

ADSP
American Association of United Pipe Puffers Local 667 . . . Pedagogues/Puppets/Public/Probationers/Poligies . . . if the urge to become a tobocoonial lays mightily upon you, you may wish to participate with others who pander themselves with the glessures of puffing the pipe. COORDINATOR: Jim Ladykew PHONE: 539-4201 DATE: September 25 TIME: 7:30 pm LOCATION: 1001 Desmon (Jim has been a long time pipe puffor with an avid interest in brilias and tobocess)

POLISHING

European and American timesakes, couple dances, and dances for three will be taught, beginning with very simple ones and progressing from there. The basic dance steps such as the waltz and the polka will also be taught. No prior dance experience is necessary. COORDINATOR: Edie Law Cocke, PHONE: 539-6356 DATE: Wed., October 3 TIME: 7:30 pm LOCATION: Van Zile Hall Dining Room, KSU. (The Cockes have been dancing for a cumulative total of 21 years.)

BONSAI - THE ART OF MINIATURE TREES AND LANDSCAPES

The Ronis were first owned by wealthy nobles in Japan, found and collected when they were several hundred years old, dwarfed and stunted by nature. Gardeners then realized that it would be possible to create artificial dwarf plants from seeds or cuttings. Grow yours from a seed from that apple or orange you ate and train your own masterpiece.

Our workshops meet twice a month. Bring your own tools if you have them. Otherwise we will rent tools for a small fee. Pots, trees, working area and basic instruction available. COORDINATOR: Gary Penn. DATE: 1st & 3rd Wed., or the north. TIME: 7:00 pm LOCATION: Marvin Gardens, 304 E. 4th St., Junction City. (Gary has long time experience with plants and bonsai tree design.)

ADVANCED PHOTOGRAPHY

This is not a class for beginners. Participants should be experienced in dark-room techniques and in earnest about their involvement with photography, either as a profession or as a hobby. There will be 6 sessions. Each session, individual participants will decide on a new theme to photograph. The following meeting, we will evaluate and discuss the results. A photo competition will be undertaken. Class limited to 10. COORDINATOR: Dennis Leopgrimm & Craig Roberts PHONE: 539-3830 or 755-5915 DATE: Oct 30 TIME: 7:00 pm LOCATION: 405 Peterson Terr. (Dennis & Craig have been taking pictures for 4 years and 2 years respectively.)

TECHNIQUES OF FILM PRODUCTION

Class will explore many of the basic technical aspects of film and home filmmaking. Emphasis on problem solving and techniques: editing, lighting, sound, special effects, procurement and cost of equipment, etc. (One might DATE: Tues, Oct. 9 TIME: 7:00 pm LOCATION: KUS Union 3rd Floor Crafts Room (There is on the faculty at

GORDON PARKS FESTIVAL

Black Student Union will be sponsoring a Gordon Parks Festival, Nov 4-10. The many talents of Gordon Parks will be displayed, including his photography, a concert of his compositions and a special appearance by Gordon Parks himself. For more information contact Julia Bodee, 539-6452.
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FINE ARTS

BEGINNING PIANO

Piano lessons for younger children. A limited number.
COORDINATOR: coke Guilford. (Dates and times to be announced later).

BEGINNING PIANO

For the not so young. Limit of 5. COORDINATOR: Joe Ripepeo. UFM.
PHONE: 532-6266. DATE: Monday, Oct. 8. TIME: 8 p.m. LOCATION: Library of
UFM House. (Joe has been playing the piano for 16 years).

INTRODUCTION TO HARP

This will be a basic introduction to the instrument, advancing as far along as possible. Songs can be
learned ranging from folk to popular to classical. Everyone will be able to play, including getting practice
LOCATION: 413 Research. (Florence has studied the harp for over 20 years and has played professionally for 10).

FOLK-STYLE AUTOHARP

"This class is intended for beginning autoharpists, but by the end of the course we should be doing some
fairly advanced melody picking. This is because the autoharp is really easy to play. You should bring your
own autoharp, though there will be plastic thumb, two steel finger picks, and a tuning handle if you have one. Other materials
will be provided free.
COORDINATOR: Kendall Casev. PHONE: 532-6500. 532-7207. DATE: Monday, October 1. TIME:
7:30 p.m. LOCATION: 1st Congregational Church, Pioneer Bn., 700 Poyntz. (Kendall has been playing for five years).

FIVE-STRING BANJO

Basic beginning banjo. Learn how to strum and three-finger pick.
COORDINATOR: Jennifer Tacey. PHONE: 532-3713. DATE: Tuesday, October 2. TIME: 7:30-8:30 and 3:10-4:30. LOCATION: 300N Stillman. (Jennifer has been playing for five years and has taught for UFM before).

BEGINNING FLATIRON GUITAR

COORDINATOR: Mickey Lucas. DATE: Thursday, October 4. TIME: 7:30 P.M. LOCATION: 717 Fremont. (Mickey has been playing for seven years and has taught guitar for two years).

BEGINNING POP AND FOLK GUITAR

COORDINATOR: Tom LaLoyse. PHONE: 532-6229. DATE: Thursday, October 4. TIME: 8 p.m.
LOCATION: Alpha Xi Delta Sorority, 601 Fairchild Terrace. (Tom has been playing for six years).

CHOIR SINGING

The Douglass Community Center will be hosting two choirs: The Sisters of Soul and the Community Ringers. These
choirs will be singing the best of all music. Thursday at 7:30 p.m. Douglass Community Center, 900 Yume.

CREATIVE CHARACTERS

The opportunity to perform. Joy of sharing your talents. Course offered for children ages 6-12. Sign up
and you'll be contacted.
COORDINATOR: Betty Cleary

FINE ARTS

BALLET

Exercises for beginning ballet technique. COORDINATOR: Linda C. Nelson. PHONE: 532-6445. DATE:
Mon., Oct. 1 & 8. TIME: 8:00 p.m. LOCATION: KU Auditorium, Green Room.

WATERCOLOR

The course will deal with color theory and the use of water-soluble paints, i.e., watercolor, tempera, and acrylics.
It will be primarily centered on the process itself. COORDINATOR: Roger Güler. DATE: Tues., Oct. 9. TIME:
7:00 P.M. LOCATION: Justin 236. (Roger has had several watercolor courses, combined with four years of
independent study with watercolor and water-soluble paint used in a fluid form).

DRAWING - YOURS AND MINE

A drawing class designed for anyone interested in visual arts. Our group will be as unstructured as possible.
I am more interested in working and exploring along with everyone else than teaching "how to" course.
Should be lots of fun, whether you're a bona-fide artist or just a doodler.
COORDINATOR: Monte Rogers. PHONE: 532-3177. DATE: Tues., LOCATION: 1030 Bluebonnet (Monte has been an art student at KU off and on for over six years).

NATIVE AMERICAN MUSIC

The native American Indian is a minority today, and also the root of America. The music, art, linguistics,
poetry, and lifestyle of America are the result of the small number of native Americans that have withstood
the shocks of treachery, mistreatment, and broken treaties. Why do so many Americans today say that a man is
good if he does not own a car, or a home, or many clothes? One is really poor when they do not know a song.
(Jim is currently working towards M.M. degree in Music Literature. Linda has a BS in Music History. This is a
current project of theirs and they are looking for others to share information).

ACTORS WORKSHOP

For anyone seriously interested in acting, regardless of experience. Can you benefit from sharing constructive criticism and instruction with others?
Then join us in working on scenes from established plays. Every actor does something best, and I hope we will help ourselves and each other develop our creativity and scope as performers. Sign up at registration and you will be contacted.
COORDINATOR: Marisome Pullo. PHONE: 532-7442. (Marisome has a B.S. in Speech-theater from Northwestern University).
FINE ARTS

RETURN HOME

For my friends who are into returning to a more natural lifestyle. Begin to restore your body and mind through massage, natural foods, meditation, and herbal medicine. As a teacher and a massage therapist, I hope to share this precious knowledge so that you too, may find the path which leads back home. COORDINATOR: Mary Wensaver. PHONE: 099-888-999. DATE: Tuesday, October 24. TIME: 7:30 p.m. LOCATION: Union Room K.

SWEET ADALINES

Like to sing, but would like a new experience? Try Sweet Adalines, women's barbershop singing. The songs and style of this international organization of 27,000 women are helping to bring about their goal of "Harmonizing the World." COORDINATORS: Pat Highhouse, (999-999-999) or Betty Clark (999-999-999).

THE DIGITAL MUSIC EXPERIENCE

No experience necessary, we will explore digital music: Medieval chant, folk hymns and spirituals, and informal concerts in early December. Singing is simple and yet very expressive. If you enjoy music, this lesson to appreciate many different kinds of music and performance. COORDINATOR: Owen Cooper. PHONE: 999-999-999.

INDEPENDENT PLAYERS

Primarily for those who want to be involved in theater outside of the university. For those who are dedicated to the theater and who want practical experience in acting, directing, make-up, lighting, etc. Throughout the year our group will be producing small shows in and around the community. WILL go and watch other theater performances too. COORDINATOR: Wayne Fote. PHONE: 999-999-999. DATE: Monday, October 1. TIME: 7:30 p.m. LOCATION: Newman Center, St. Ignatius' Chapel, Denton and Anderson. (Wayne has been involved in all aspects of the theater, including R.V.C. theater for seven years).

MANHATTAN CIVIC THEATER

MCT is a community-operated theater organized for the enjoyment of our town and for those interested in participating in the productions. If you're interested, contact Carnaline Quinlan (999-999-999, evenings) or Beverly Fox (999-999-999).

FINE ARTS

THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF WINE

By means of comparative tastings, we will attempt to broaden your appreciation of wines. We will dispel some of the myths of wine unknown, discuss the proper serving and storing of wine, how to decipher a wine label, how to recognize a good wine purchase, how to discriminate between a poor, good, and great wine, how to order wine in a restaurant. In general, we will attempt to make you a more educated and knowledgeable wine consumer while uncorking and enjoying a few bottles of wine along the way. Must be 21 to 55. Charge of $10.00 per person TIME: 8:00 p.m. LOCATION: 114 Bartlett.

METAL SCULPTURE

Using welding equipment we will sculpt designs with metal. Details for the course are still being ironed out. In the meantime, if interested, sign up at registration and you will be contacted once plans are possible. COORDINATOR: Keith Christianson. PHONE: 999-999-999 (Keith is a faculty person in architecture. He is an experienced hand at sculpture welding for a number of years).

SPiritual Awareness

AN APOLGY FOR WORSHIP

"In a given age it may be politics, or art, or psychology; or education in which the most lucid testimony to the sacred is to be found. It is the continual task of the theologian to distinguish between the sacred and the secular, to discern the sacred, because the secular of the sacred, whether used in politics, or in religion, may actually present and consider some alternatives, such as Education for Serenity and Vicarious Theology. Purchase of O.C.O. Vol. 4, No. 4, P.O. Box 5547, ADDRESS: 322-322, DATE: First week in October or Tuesday or Thursday afternoon 3:00-5:00. Please indicate your preferred day. LOCATION: Baptist Campus Center. (The teachers are interested in discussing some alternatives to a kind of life style they see developing as impersonal and structured.)"
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INVESTIGATIONS IN NON-ORTHODOXY--

For those who do not find meaning in Conservative/Fundamentalist Christianity......

For those who think there may be meaning in other Christian perspectives...............

Some studies and discussions about Jewish/Christian myths, scriptures, ideas, etc.

Some readings in Buber, Tillich, Robinson and Pottorff.

LOCATION: ORME Center 2011 Damon Ave. (Jim has been an ecumenical minister at KSU
for the past 10 years)

FOR CHRISTIAN MARRIED COUPLES

Christian married couples are meeting to deal with problems and joys of marriage. This inter-faith group
has rep sessions every other week with a group leader. COORDINATOR: Bob Pauls. PHONE: 539-8928.
DATE: Weds. TIME: 8:00pm.
LOCATION: You will be contacted. (This has been an on-going group meeting for the past two years.)

COMPARATIVE PROTESTANT DENOMINATIONS

An informal interaction with clergy from different denominations to better understand the reasons why there are so many divisions in the organized churches today.

We will investigate the similarities as well as the differences and discuss what position the churches are in today and speculate on the future.

LOCATION: 466 Polkiske Lane.
(Bring notebooks & bibles to the first meeting.)

THE DIVINE PRINCIPLE

Why do men suffer? Do historical events occur according to an underlying pattern or are they just random occurrences? Why have Jesus' followers founded so many different churches? We will answer these questions and others through an understanding of the principles of creation and restoration which form the foundation of our relationships with God, each other, and the universe as expressed in the Bible and history.

By a neighborhood. Now, from our spiritual genius, we have made the new world. We must make of the world a brotherhood.

COORDINATOR: time: NIGHT.
LOCATION: 466 Polkiske Lane.

CREATIVE WORSHIP

Uses a variety of materials and forms, sharing the meetings and affirmations of the Christian faith. A group focusing on the houses and concerns of life with self, with others, and with God. COORDINATORS: Ron Galus and Royce are students.

BANK'S FAITH

Class teaches a new, fast-growing religion. Doctrines including the major religions have all had their messiahs, but all have come from the same God. COORDINATOR: John & Beth Hoffman. PHONE: 539-4281.
LOCATION: 116 Park View.

GOSPEL STUDYING

Once a month, the community gathers to discuss the book of Revelation, the last book of the Bible.

The book of Revelation is about the end of the world. The message is to believe in Christ and prepare for the end of the world.

COORDINATOR: John Grahak. (John is pastor at the 1st Presbyterian Church.)

BEYOND THE ORDINARY: BORDER AREAS OF KNOWLEDGE

The purpose of the course is to acquaint the student with the literature in the field of parapsychology.

Mentalism, consciousness, healing, occultism, and mysticism.

LOCATION: Eisenhower 16 (campus).

COGNITIVE CONSCIOUSNESS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

AS WITH ALL OF NATURE, GROWTH AND PROGRESS IS SLOW. So we must grow and respect an understanding of the power of the mind. This course in "Cognitive Consciousness" has given us, and with which we are working, before we can successfully harness and use them beneficially. The sessions and study on "Cognitive Consciousness" will be directed by Dr. B. Khan. The topics will be presented by Dr. B. Khan, Eastern Thought, UFO's, Spirit World, and so on.

LOCATION: City Park entrance at the fountain.

ECKANKAR, THE ANCIENT SCIENCE OF TOTAL AWARENESS

"Eckankar is not a yoga, a religion, philosophy, metaphysical system, or an occult science. It does not use drugs, hypnotism or other artificial means of consciousness expansion. It is simply the natural way God- Realization with GOD. The course will be led by GOD. This discussion group is for those people who are interested in a path which leads to total freedom and, total responsibility.

COORDINATOR: Daniel Kasnitzky. PHONE: 539-8212. DATE: Fri., Oct. 5. TIME: 7:30pm.
LOCATION: 1st National Bank, Blue Valley Rd. (Daniel has been studying Eckankar and was recently granted permission by the Area's representative and the R.C. Mahal to hold open meetings.)

"THE BOOK OF REVELATION"

The book of Revelation makes obscure and difficult reading. Is there a way to understand this Book? Every Tuesday at 12:30 noon in Fisher Hall, 1st Presbyterian Church. Bring your sack lunch. Coffee provided.

COORDINATOR: John Graham. (John is pastor at the 1st Presbyterian Church.)
SPIRITUAL AWARENESS

GOSPEL OF MARK


THE BIBLE AND YOU

Topics to be discussed are What Is the Bible, Introduction to the Old Testament and discussion of the Pentateuch, the Prophets, the Writings, Apocrypha, the New Testament Introduction, Gospel, History, Letters, and the Apocalypse. Time will be set aside to share experiences of the Bible with others in small group settings. COORD: Bill McCutcheon. DATE: Oct. 7, Sunday. TIME: 2pm. LOCATION: 1st Christian Church, 115 North 5th.

DO YOU KNOW YOUR BIBLE?

Do you know your bible? What to believe? Is the Bible meaningful? COORDINATORS: Helen Baker & Carmen Chirvano. DATE: Oct. 30 Tuesdays. TIME: 8pm. LOCATION: Douglas Center. Carmen has been teaching religion to high school and adults for the past 20 years.

BIBLE STUDY OF ONE OF THE BOOKS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT

Requirement 5 to 10 people and three editions of the Holy Bible King James, RSV, Jerusalem etc. COORDINATORS: Joel Ginnings and James D’Wolf. DATE: Dec. 5, 12, 19. Wednesdays. TIME: 7:30 to 9:30pm. LOCATION: St. Paul’s Episcopal Church. (Joel is a professor at KSU James is an Episcopal minister)

HATHA YOGA

Training and practice in the approach to self-realization thru the highly developed system of asanas known as Hatha yoga as it is taught today by Professor T. Krishnamacharya of Madras and his pupils. The course proceeds thru training in breath control, asanas and yogic meditation to integral development of the body and personality towards its highest potential. Those taking part should wear light, loose clothing. The full class is now full and will open again in the summer. A class for people over forty may be formed this fall. COORDINATOR: Dr. Albert Franklin. PHONE: 539-0490. Tues. 4:30PM. (Dr. Franklin studied under Krishnamacharya of Mysore, India for 5 years.)

BEGINNING YOGA

Training and practice of the basic postures and breathing techniques and discussion of accompanying disciplines of Hatha Yoga. COORDINATOR: Joel Brumber. DATE: Wed. Oct. 3. TIME: 6:00PM. LOCATION: Catholic Student Center. (Joel studied Hatha Yoga under Dr. Albert Franklin this past summer.)

RAJA YOGA AND HATHA YOGA

Basically this class will deal with the physical and mental techniques of Hatha Yoga with an introduction to meditation techniques. COORDINATOR: Mark Holt. PHONE: 539-4533. DATE: Thurs. Oct. 6. TIME: 6:30PM. LOCATION: Catholic Student Center. (Mark was a student of Dr. Franklin’s this past summer.)

BEYOND MANHATTAN

UFM GUES TO CHAPMAN, KANSAS

Registration for these classes will be held the first night of the class, Oct 2. The University for Non-Students exists for the purpose of providing a proving ground, an experimental station, a living organism of educational change and innovation. UFM is for all the people, thus the reason of extending outside of Manhattan into Chapman. We will start the full session with two classes held in the Chapman High School every Tues. evening at 8:30 starting Oct 2 and running for 4 consecutive weeks.

PARENTS AND ADOLESCENTS - STRIVING TOWARD BETTER RELATIONSHIPS

This group is for parents who wish to understand adolescents better and who wish to strive toward better relationships with adolescents. COORDINATOR: Sue Nast and additional resources people. DATE: Oct. 2. TIME: 8PM. LOCATION: Chapman High School. Four sessions. (She has her N.S. in Family and Child Development)

CHARISMATIC MOVEMENT

We will be studying the Bible with particular emphasis of the Holy Spirit. Is the Spirit more alive today than ever? What do we mean by being baptized with the Spirit? COORDINATOR: Carmen Chirvano. DATE: Oct. 2. TIME: 2PM. LOCATION: Chapman High School. (Carmen has taught theology for several years in high school and adult education.)

AN EVENING WITH THE FLOORS

Anyone interested in spending a few hours at the Chapman Valley Rest Home? Working with crafts? Singing songs? Playing the guitar or piano? Or visits with the sick? Contact Mary Carnfield or Mary Roaugh, Chapman, KS. (Mary and Mary are two Chapman women who are always interested in helping others to be happier.)

WHAT’S THE UFM HOUSE?

The ufm house is a big white comfortable house located at 615 Fairchild Terrace. It houses the ufm office, a library of the latest materials on educational innovations, plus science fiction, political science, and miscellaneous books, a piano, 3 dogs, and a cat named manhattan.

also included in the ufm house are:

- walk-in crisis counseling center - 7-Th, 7:00 in the night to 7:00 in the morning
- drop education and info center - Tw-Thu, 9-12 am
- food co-op - 1-2:00 pm sundays

come by and visit us. have a cup of coffee or herb tea. but please when you come, ride a bike or walk. if you can - we have a terrible parking problem.
THE PHOTOGRAPHS

The pictures are from in and around Manhattan. Taken during the last several months, they are from the circus, the nearby flinthills, bridge construction on Highway K-177, and the Riley County Fair. No attempt was made to develop a visual theme this time.

However, independent of whatever merit (or lack of merit) the pictures have, the activity of taking them was personally very enriching. For example, before attempting to photograph the hills, I had never really seen how the clouds, passing by the sun, could change the appearance and weight of an entire hill or series of bluffs. As I photographed, I saw how the clouds would sometimes permit the sun to expose only a tip or a side, setting off the rest in dark contrast. And then, by the cloud moving on, another contrast would be defined and there soon stood a brand new kind of hill!

At the fair, I found the camera to be an excellent ticket for gaining entrance into the lives of individual carnival workers. I had a good talk with almost every carnie I photographed. Often they looked crude or rough. But appearances belied the character underneath. They were sensitive, kind, and especially considerate and careful of their fellow carnies. About the fair-goers: "Sure, they like to be teased. They expect it. They wouldn't come if they disliked it."

--Dennis Lofgren--

REGISTRATION

Registration for UFM is free. If you cannot make it at the times shown below, please call us at 532-5866, any-time between the hours of 9:30 am to 8:00 pm.

Sept 26-28..........student union......................9:00 am-4:00 pm
Sept 26-30........ufm office, 532-5866, 615 Fairchild terr...........8:00 am-6:00 pm
Sept 27............manhattan public library..................2:00 pm-8:00 pm
Sept 27............douglass community center...............10:00 am-6:00 pm
Sept 28............manhattan high school.......................11:00 am-2:00 pm

SPECIAL THANKS TO OUR VOLUNTEERS

UNIVERSITY FOR MAN
615 FAIRCHILD TERRACE
MANHATTAN, KANSAS
66502
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